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We discuss the rare decay of the top quark into a pair of same charge leptons (with identical

or different flavors), ab quark and a (real or virtual)W−. The above process proceeds only

if the exchanged neutrinoN is of the Majorana type. This decay is the neutrinoless double β
decay of the top. We find measurable values for its rate at the LHC with luminosity of 100fb−1.

Furthermore, we consider an interaction of charged Higgs bosons withN which leads to lepton

number violating processes such aspp→ ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ+H−, exhibiting spectacular events of the

typeℓ+ℓ+bb̄+2 jets.
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Neutrinoless doubleβ decays of the top quark and other effects of Majorana neutrinos Gad EILAM

The outline of this talk is as follows:
I will first motivate the study of heavy Majorana neutrinos and top quarks. Subsequently, Ma-

jorana neutrinos and lepton number violating (LNV) signalsin t quark andW boson rare decays
will be discussed. Then, I letH+ andH− enter the game and briefly consider charged Higgs effects
in the production and decay of a heavy Majorana neutrino at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

Let me present the motivation to study heavy Majorana neutrinos and top quarks. The dis-
covery of neutrino oscillations implies that they have mass[1]. Thus indicating that there is New
Physics (NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). A simple way to consistently include sub-eV
neutrinos into the SM, is to add superheavy right-handed neutrinos with GUT-scale masses and
to rely on the seesaw mechanism [2] which yields a desired light neutrinos mass scale:mν ∼
M2

EW/MGUT ∼ 10−2 eV. This seesaw mechanism links neutrino masses with NP at the GUT scale
and raises the possibility that neutrinos will be of the Majorana type, where they are the antipar-
ticles of themselves. The mechanism through which neutrinos acquire mass is yet unknown and
might be different from the seesaw one. We take a purely phenomenological approach in which
the masses of the heavy neutrinos are not predetermined by a specific model and will be taken here
within the range explorable at the LHC [3].

Most of us believe that something new is lurking over there, at about the scale of EW sym-
metry breaking, which is around 250 GeV. The top quark at 172.6 GeV [4] is the quark closest to
that scale and is therefore the most sensitive to NP. For example, various models of NP may lead
to Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) of top, such ast → cH0 [5], which may be 10 orders
of magnitude larger than their SM values [6].

The well known case which proceeds only if the light neutrinois Majorana, and is LNV with
∆L = 2, is the neutrinoless double beta decay (0ν2β ) [7] (A,Z) → (A,Z + 2) + e− + e− which
has not been observed and it suffers from nuclear effects. Nevertheless, it produces very useful
limits. Also interesting are the∆L = 2, LNV processes in various high-energy collisions such as
e− e− →W− W− and in rare charged meson and lepton decays [8].

We explored [9] two additional LNV decay channels of the realtop quark and of the real W
boson, to like sign lepton pairs:t → bℓ+

i ℓ+
j W−, andW+ → ℓ+

i ℓ+
j f f̄ ′. The above top decay proceeds

through the following diagrams:
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These decays are induced by heavy Majorana neutrino exchanges and may therefore serve as
important tests of the neutrino sector and as a possible evidence for the existence of Majorana-
type heavy neutrinos with masses at the EW scale. They both emanate from the same kernel:
W±W± → ℓ±i ℓ±j , with an exchange of a Majorana neutrino. This is the same kernel which induces
0ν2β in nuclei. However, in contrast to the nuclear case, the 0ν2β decays oft andW are dominated
by the exchanges of heavy (EW scale) neutrinos instead of sub-eV neutrinos.

For thet case the top-quark decays to an on-shellW boson with a “wrong” charge, as compared
with the "right" chargeW boson in the main decayt → bW+. The above "weird"t andW decays,
originate from:

L = − g

2
√

2
BinW−

µ ℓiγµ(1− γ5)nα +H.c.

α = 1−6 stand for: 6 Majorana neutrino states, 3 of which are light and 3 are heavy.B is a 3×6
matrix with elementsBin ≡ ∑3

k=1VL
kiU

∗
kn whereVL is the 3×3 unitary mixing matrix of the left-

handed charged leptons andU is the 6×6 unitary mixing matrix in the neutrino sector.
The possibility of non-seesaw realizations or internal symmetries in the neutrino sector that

decouple the heavy-to-light neutrino mixing from neutrinomasses, cannot be excluded. In a model
independent approach, the couplings are bounded by experimental constraints.

Assume:a single heavy neutrinoN dominates. The limits on its couplings to the charged
leptons are expressed in terms ofΩℓℓ′ ≡ BℓNBℓ′N.

Limits on its flavor-diagonal couplings from precision electroweak data, at 90% CL, are [10]:

Ωee≤ 0.012 , Ωµµ ≤ 0.0096, Ωττ ≤ 0.016 ,

and on flavor-changing couplings, from limits on rare flavor–violating lepton decays:

|Ωeµ | ≤ 0.0001, |Ωeτ | ≤ 0.02 , |Ωµτ | ≤ 0.02 .

The results of the calculations are depicted in the following figures:
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The branching ratios (BRs) here are scaled by the mixing parameters i.e., we tookBiN =

B jN = 1, and are shown as a function ofmN, the Majorana neutrino mass. We see that, for both
decays, a sizable BR can arise only formN

<∼100 GeV. Then:BR(t → bW−ℓ+
i ℓ+) ∼ 10−4 and

BR(W+ → JJ̄′ℓ+
i ℓ+

j ) ∼ 10−7.
For a more realistic BRs we use the bounds on the couplings. Incase of theW-boson decay,

the largest BR is of order of 10−10. This is too small to be observed at the LHC, where about
109−1010 inclusive on-shellW’s are expected to be produced throughpp→W+X, at an integrated
luminosity ofO(100) fb−1.

However, for more energetic off-shellW-bosons, produced at hadron colliders in the s-channel
via ud→W∗, the sensitivity to the heavy Majorana exchanges can be significantly enhanced [11].
Indeed, it was demonstrated that the s-channelW∗ can “decay” asW∗ → 2 jets + ℓ±i ℓ±j , by first
decaying to an on-shell Majorana neutrinoW∗ → ℓN, followed byN → ℓW → ℓ+ 2 jets. This
process is easily accessible at the LHC.

In the case of the top-quark decayt → bW−ℓ+
i ℓ+

j , takingmN ∼ 100 GeV and using the limits
we discussed, the BRs for the variousℓ+

i ℓ+
j channels are given in the following table:

BR(t → bW−ℓ+
i ℓ+

j )×106

ℓiℓ j = ee µµ ττ eµ eτ µτ
mN = 90 GeV 1.4 1.1 1.9 1.1·10−4 1.6 1.4
mN = 100 GeV 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.4·10−4 0.7 0.6

The cross-section fortt̄ production at 14 TeV is∼ 850 pb, yielding about 108 tt̄ pairs at an
integrated luminosity ofO(100) fb−1. Thus, aBR(t → bW−ℓ+

i ℓ+
j ) ∼ 10−6 that can arise in most

ℓ+
i ℓ+

j channels, should be accessible at the LHC. In particular, the flavor-changing decay channels
t → bW−eτ andt → bW−µτ seem to be the most promising ones (in spite of the lowτ detection
efficiency) as the they are expected to be the cleanest with respect to background.

Note that a Majorana exchange is not necessarily the only mechanism leading to∆L = 2 pro-
cesses. One can envisage, for instance, a situation in whichanother type of new physics contributes
together with the Majorana exchange. Viable examples are R-parity violating supersymmetry, or
leptoquark exchange. In the (rather contrived) cases like these it is in principle possible to obtain
destructive interference between the different mechanisms, thus evading the limits on the couplings
considered here. Therefore, the rather sizable branching ratios, obtained forO(1) mixing angles
cannot be excluded.

Now we change gear and letH+ andH− enter the game, discussing charged Higgs-boson
effects in the production and decay of a heavy Majorana neutrino at the LHC [12].

We considered a new interaction between a heavy Majorana neutrino and a charged Higgs
boson,

L =
g

2
√

2
ξℓN

mN

mW
N̄(1− γ5)ℓH

+ +H.c.

whereξℓN are dimensionless parameters with sizes determined by the underlying NP.
We showed thatL can have drastic implications on LNV signals with same-signdileptons at

the LHC. The LNV signal of heavy Majorana neutrinos previously considered at the LHC,pp→
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ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ+W−, may be overwhelmed bypp→ ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ+H−. With the subsequent decays
H− → t̄b or H− →W−H0, the heavy Majorana neutrino production leads to the spectacular events
ℓ+ℓ+ bb̄ + 2 jets.

We also explored the casemN < mH+ , where the decayH+ → ℓ+N can become the dominant
N-production mechanism at the LHC. In particular, we show that the processgb̄→ t̄H+ followed by
t → b̄W− andH+ → ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ+W− could lead to another type of spectacular events ofℓ+ℓ+ b +

4 jets.
Now, a sentence to end with: Let us hope the LHC will be all in one i.e., that it will act both

as a Higgs and as a top factory and that it will teach us about lepton number violation and ...
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